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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Sulfur doping at NiSi/Si junction has bee

Schottky barrier height ultimately small, rev
junction resistance [1-2].  Theoretical analys
large barrier reduction is induced by S atom
vicinity of NiSi/Si junction [3].  The S2
crystalline Si has been experimentally sugg
absorption and photoconductivity spectra. T
work was annealed with a long time (8-2
temperature (825-1100 °C) [4].  Low-temp
°C) and short-time (order of seconds) an
generally indispensable for silicidation proce
important to study the behavior of sulfur a
low-temperature rapid thermal annealing (L
paper, we examine whether S2 formation actu
in LT-RTA by combining first principles
kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations. 

II. MODEL 
To simulate dynamics of sulfur during 

RTA, we considered six atomic configuratio
(Fig. 1).  The binding energies of these con
obtained by first principles calculations [5], a
This “binding energy” was an energy gain o
formation of stable complexes from well-se
defects, that is, silicon self-interstitials (I), v
substitutional sulfur atoms (Ssub).  Configur
binding energy are energetically more stable.
a sulfur atom at an interstitial site (Sint) has
energy among sulfur configurations, because
observed as silicon self-interstitial assisted
The Sint migration energy by first principles
1.8 eV, being agreed with the experimental 

Fig. 1. Schematic configurations o
simulations and their binding ener
calculations.   
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S2 in a bulk Si, using first principle
symbol represent Si atom. (Right s
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Fig. 4. SIMS and simulated profiles of sulfur after 50 keV 1e14 cm-2 S 
implant and subsequent RTA at 650 and 800 °C for 1 minute.  

 
Fig. 5. Time evolution of areal density of various silicon self-interstitial, 
vacancy and sulfur complexes during implant and subsequent 550 °C 
RTA. 
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Fig. 3. Atomic geometries of sulfur captured at a vacancy site at SiO2/Si interface (left), a neighbor site of the vacancy (center) and a perfect interface (right), 
and their binding energies between Sint  and capture sites.  Yellow balls with no atomic symbol represent O atoms and red, blue and violet balls represent Si.   
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captured at a silicon vacancy site at the interface, at a neighbor 
site of the vacancy, and at a perfect interface.  These 
configurations and the binding energies between Sint atoms and 
capture sites are shown in Fig. 3.  The interface defect, which is 
the vacancy of capturing site for Sint, is found to be most stable 
configuration.   

Using in-house non-lattice KMC simulator, similar to 
DADOS [6], we simulated migrations of I, V and Sint, captures 
by and emissions from defects including these complexes.  The 
captures and emissions concerning sulfur complexes are 
forward and reverse reactions of followings, respectively.   

Sint + SmVn ↔ Sm+1Vn-1    (1) 

I + SmVn ↔ SmVn-1    (2) 

V + SmVn ↔ SmVn+1    (3) 

Sint + SmVn ↔ Ssub + SmVn-1   (4) 

Sint + SmVn ↔ I + Sm+1Vn-1   (5) 

Sint + ImVn → S + Im+1Vn   (6) 

Sint + Im ↔ S + Im+1    (7) 

Sint + Vm → S + Vm-1    (8) 

Here, m and n are zero or positive integers.  S1V0 and S1I1 are 
equivalent to Ssub and Sint, respectively. ImVn for m 1 and n 1 
in (6) is an implant-induced defect “amorphous pocket”, 
introduced in DADOS. In reactions (4)-(8), only I or S 
component of Sint is captured.  The captures are controlled by 
diffusions of mobile species (I, V, Sint).  In the case of 
endothermic reaction, the capture probabilities decrease 
exponentially, when the activation energies increase.  The 
activation energies Ea of the reactions, with the heat of the 
reactions H and emitting the species which has the migration 
energy Emig, are assumed as following.  

Ea = max (Emig+ H, 0)    (9) 

A jump length per one migration or one emission in KMC 
simulations was set to 0.384nm.  A pre-exponential factor of 
Sint migration frequency was determined by the experimental 
diffusion coefficient of sulfur [7].  And pre-exponential factors 
of emissions were determined so as to reproduce experimental 
results of sulfur diffusion in Si [1], as shown in Fig. 4.  This 

figure implies reasonable agreement between simulation results 
and experimental ones.   
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Fig. 7. RTA temperature dependence of S2 density. RTA time were 30 
s.  

 
Fig. 8. Simulated profiles of sulfur in various silicon self-interstitial, 
vacancy and sulfur complexes after implant and subsequent RTA at 800 
°C for 30 s. 
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Fig. 6. Simulated profiles of sulfur in various sulfur complexes after 
implant and subsequent RTA at 550 °C for 3 s.(top), 30s.(middle) and 
18min (bottom).   
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III. RESULT 
We performed KMC simulation for 50 keV 1e14 cm-2 S 

implant and subsequent RTA.  Temperature of RTA was varied 
from 550 °C to 800 °C, and the anneal time was varied from 3 
s to 18 min. We chose 550 °C and 30 s, being the typical 
process conditions for silicidation [1].  We assumed that the 
temperature and time for implant were 30 °C and 12 s 
respectively, and the temperature ramp-up rate in RTA was 50 
°C/s.   

Figure 5 shows the time evolution of areal densities of 
various silicon self-interstitial, vacancy and sulfur 
configurations in 1e14cm-2 dose and 550 °C.  At the end of the 
implant, S2 density was very low, because Sint migration and 
collision to other sulfur atom rarely occur at room temperature. 
Most of sulfur atoms formed Sint and Ssub.  During ramp-up 
period, vacancy clusters were dissolved completely, releasing 
vacancies. The vacancy migrated very frequently, and vanished 
at interface or collided to Ssub.  Consequently reaction V + Ssub 
→ SV + 3.67eV occurred and SV increased.  From the end of 
ramp-up and during the holding time at temperature 550 °C, S2 
increased while Sint, Ssub, and SV decreased.  These are 
enhanced by the reaction Sint + Ssub → I + S2 + 0.48eV and by 
the reaction Sint + SV → S2 + 4.10eV. These reactions are 
triggered by slow migrating Sint.  We also see that sulfur atoms 
were captured at interfaces gradually. Consequently, the depth 
profile of the most stable S2 after 3 s, 30 s and 18 min RTA 
does not change much, as shown in Fig. 6. A peak of S2 profile 
is located at almost the same peak of implanted profile. Sint 
profile became broader as time progressed. 
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Figure 7 shows the RTA temperature dependence of S2 
density after 1e14cm-2 implant.  S2 density at 650 °C is higher 
than at 550°C because S2 formation reaction proceeds faster 
with highly activated Sint migration at 650 °C.  On the other 
hand, S2 density at 800 °C is lower than at 650°C because the 
S2 formation reaction is suppressed. Figure 8 shows time 
evolution of sulfur configuration in 800 °C RTA. Compared to 
the case of 650 °C, the reaction Ssub → Sint + V -3.08eV 
frequently occurred rather than the S2 formation reaction Sint + 
Ssub → I + S2 + 0.48eV.  Therefore the Ssub density became 
lower and S2 formation was suppressed.  As time progress, S2 
decreased through the reaction I + S2 → Sint + Ssub - 0.48eV.   

IV. CONCLUSION 
We demonstrated that S2 formation in Si really occurs by 

50 keV 1e14 cm-2 S implant and subsequent RTA at 550 °C.  
The S2 formation reactions were Sint + Ssub → I + S2 + 0.48 eV 
and Sint + SV → S2 + 4.10 eV. These reactions are triggered by 
slow migrating Sint. This is consistent with the ultimate low 
Schottky barrier due to sulfur doping and LT-RTA [2]. S2 
formation reaction is more enhanced with highly activated Sint 
migration by increasing the temperature up to 650 °C.  As the 
temperature is increased up to 800 °C, the formation reaction 
Sint + Ssub → I + S2 + 0.48 eV is suppressed because the 
reaction Ssub → Sint + V -3.08eV is activated. The produced S2 
is dissolved by the reaction I + S2 → Sint + Ssub - 0.48 eV.   
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